Podcast Contest - 1st selection round: winners
English
Sonja Agata Bišćan (Croatian/Polish), Zeyneb Kasmi (Dutch/Moroccan)
Working title: “The Water Series”
Theme: Climate
A podcast about the different dimensions of water: a (scarce) resource, a human
right, a weapon of war... as well as existing and future solutions. Co-hosted by a
human rights lawyer and a data journalist and analyst.

French
Romane Frachon (French)
Working title: “Frontières au féminin”
Theme: Migration
This podcast will tell the stories of migrant women and gender minorities across
Europe through testimonials, statistics and other research insights. Hosted by a
grand-daughters of immigrants.

German
Marie Zinkann (German), Maximilian Henning (German), Alexandra Ketterer
(German)
Working title: “Testing grounds: Biometrics made in Europe”
Theme: Inequality and Discrimination
A podcast about the EU's national biometrics databases in countries that are
non-member states and less economically-privileged. Do these databases support
democratic governance? Do they further discrimination and prejudice regarding
migration to Europe? The hosts will speak to experts, activists and citizens from the
affected countries.

Italian
Arianna Poletti (Italian)
Working title: “Dalla finestra”
Theme: Inequality and Discrimination
A podcast centered around the Parisian neighbourhood of Nanterre, and its
collection of post-war memories as seen from a postcolonial perspective. The
podcast will take you through history: with the transition from a migrant to becoming
a citizen, all the way to the "second generation" today.

Polish
Michał Matus (Polish)
Working title: “Nurt Równoległy”
Theme: Digital Tech
This podcast portrays the "Parallel Stream" in Central Europe, an ecosystem of
culture, media, ideologies growing parallel to mainstream thanks to the digital
revolution. The podcast will offer a collage of voices that reject the mainstream, and
those who analyse these perspectives.

Spanish
Aurora Isabel Martínez Sanz (Spanish), Marta Villarte Ros (Spanish)
Working title: “Sueños de agua y sal”
Theme: Migration
This podcast will offer a unique space of discussion, sharing information and
gathering the personal stories of five migrants who struggle to reach an unknown
land without forgetting their own. Each episode will be accompanied by a visual
component.

